easyPilot Soleil
Fittings for turn windows.
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A new dimension in the production of windows.

easyPilot Soleil – fitting systems easy to in-

handle positions quite easily. What is more,

stall for turn windows: Due to the innovative

the current fitting system can be used for turn

locking drive it is possible to produce double-

windows and lockable patio doors alike. Ac-

sash windows with symmetrical handle posi-

cessories are retrofittable at any time. In this

tion while foregoing routings on the sash and

way individual customer requests can be im-

requires no routing (in case

the double-sash profile. This rationalisation

plemented at low cost.

of D-6 drive)

Modular range creates the leeway for your

nection of components using

manufacturing process.

time-tested coupling tech

The coupling position of the fitting parts and

We can offer specially-developed drives for

the handle positions are in line with the tried-

the production of turn and turn double- sash

and-tested turn-tilt fitting system activPilot.

+ Time is saved as profile

+ Process security due to con-

in sash assembly reduces the time needed
for production.

Winkhaus Plus

windows and lockable patio doors. When assembling easyPilot Soleil fittings, only one

Individual solutions increase competitiven-

drive per window type is used. Furthermore

ess

the connecting rails can be applied as fix and

Besides the defined and fixed handle heights,

cuttable components for any type of window.

nique
+ Possibility of assembly on
loose parts
+ Application of tried-and-tested
activPilot product features

the easyPilot Soleil fitting system enables all

Locking system

+ Increased air gap tolerance
+ Quick and precise regulation of contact pressure
+ Integrated shootbolt system
+ Utilisation of activPilot frame parts

Modular design

+ One type of connecting rails for all drive models
+ Solutions for windows and patio doors
+ Central handle position also for double-sash windows
+ Handle positions and mounting jigs are adapted to activPilot range of fittings
+ Dornmaß D-6, D7,5 und D15,5 möglich
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Add-on functions

+ Easy retrofitting of accessory parts
+ The shootbolt keep is designed for the entry of two shootbolts.
+ Shootbolt available in different versions
+ Mini vent keep with integrated shootbolt keep and mini ventilation

Lockable drive rods

+ Suitable for side entrance doors
+ Easy-to-process connecting rods
+ Available with backsets 28 mm, 35 mm and 40 mm
+ Distance 70 mm
+ With latch

Automatic deadbolt AKR ...

+ Easy to use thanks to automatic locking of the inactive sash
+ Locking rod is extended when the first-opening sash is closed

Balcony door catch BK.KR

+ Convenient use with balcony door catch function
+ Fixing of the inactive sash by manual locking and unlocking
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